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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {VJ} be a sequence of integers such that O=Y~<Y~<YZ< . . . . By the 
well known theorem of Miintz, all continuous functions on [0, A], A < 00, 
are uniform limits of polynomials 1 a@ if and only if x? l/q = 00. We 
recently noted the following consequences [l, Theorems 3 and 51: 
(i) Suppose zy l/q = 00. Then every positive continuous function f(z) 
on [0, co), with lim,,, f(x) = 0, is a uniform limit of reciprocals of poly- 
nomials 2 ajx’i. 
(ii) Suppose zy l/q< 00. If g(x) is continuous on [0, CQ) and l/g(x) 
is a uniform limit of reciprocals of polynomials 2 u#i, then g(z) is the 
restriction of an entire function. 
For the special case of f(z) =exp (--l/z) on [0, 00) or f(9) =exp ( - IX]) 
on ( -co, oo), we have obtained bounds for the degree zzGn of best approxi- 
mation by reciprocals of (unrestricted) polynomials of degree Q n [Z, ( 1.2)] ; 
for large n, 
cl/n < % Q cz (log n)/n (cj > 0). 
More important, we have bounds for the much better degree en of approxi- 
mation by (unrestricted) rational functions of degree <n [2, (1.3)] ; for 
large n, 
exp (-c3fn)<emGexp (-c4jh), (q>O). 
2. Suppose now that zp l/v,< 00. It follows from (ii) that exp ( --l/z) 
is not a uniform limit, on [0, co), of reciprocals of polynomials 2 a@. 
Thus it is natural to ask if exp (-1/x) could be a uniform limit of rational 
functions p(x)/q(x), where p( x and a(z) contain only powers XV. ) 
In this connection we prove here the following: 
THEOREM. Let O<vr<v~~...<v~<... be any even integers, satisfying 
the further assumption that vn -v%-i > n. Then we have for all n > 2, 
throughout ( - 00, 00) 
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where 
p(x) = ii qx*i, qlx) = 2 fF log n apYi, 
i-l 
PROOF. It is obvious that e-lx’ and p(x)/q(x) me even functions on 
( - 00, + 00). Hence it is sufficient to consider the interval [0, w). Choose 
(2) 
(k-1)logn klogn 
<XC -, l<kcn. 
n n 
Then 
k-l 
<(Uk-lx'k-1)-l e-G-1) log n/n ,s (efi log n/n - e5 log nln)qxvj + 
+ (~x’k)-1 e-(k-1) loi3 n/n 
& 
e5 log nln - e(k-1) log nln)qfj = I1 + J2. 
Now we estimate I1 and Iz. 
Il~(ak-1~~k-l)-le-(k-l) log nln{(ek log n/n-e(k-1) log n/n)~k-lxvk-l+ 
+(ek log n/n-e(k-2) log nh)ak-2fk-2+...+(& log n/n--clog n/n)aly:Y'}G 
<(elOgdn-l)+e-log nln(e2 log T&/f%-1) 
+e-2 log lzln(e3 log n/n-l) 
+e-(k-2) log nln(e(k-1) log n/n-l) (2f;n~-v10.s ((k-~n)?l-‘k-z ~ 
Q f~)e10gn11(1+2+3(~)x-z +...+(k-1)(&y . . . (Eya2). 
By noting the known fact that 
k-j k-5 
(3 k-l 
G 4, for all 1 <jc k, 
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we get 
On the other hand, for 
(k-Wgn ixGklog 
n ' n ' 
~~~((eloenl~-l)+(e2logn’~-l) 
(4) 
((k+;ogn)Y+lmvk + 
+(e3lWnln-l) 
(k+ cog n (k+ 2Tog n > 
1+2-%+1 
+ . . . . 
Now we use the fact that 
<e-l, 
and obtain 
I229 f~)elwn~n(1+2(&)xil+3(&~ (j-&r +...) Q 
log n 
<- 
( ) 
elOf3 +8/n’ 
n 
,z (j + l)e-J Q 3 ‘y ela nln. 
( > 
Hence we have from (2), (3) and (5) for OgzGlogn, 
(f-9 
We next consider the case x >log n. It is easy to see that for x > log n, 
(7) 
Now we obtain an upper bound to I&x)/q(z)l, for x>log n. From the 
definitions of p(z) and q(z), 
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I I P&J = 
jpjxvi i qx”i 
i-l 
a@) 5 
<-= 
el log *In qx*j 7UA,Xvn 
i-l 
1 
=-(1+ 
&&-1x’* - 1 ata-2xvn - 2 
a,x’n + + n a&b “* > < 
I 
(8) ! 
+ og+Pn-l (‘“- lJiog .)%-l-“~-2 + **.) 
ci(l+l+ (??Y-l+ (?+)+1(!!!!~-2+..,) < 
<i 1+1+t+;+ 
( 
;+... n 
> 
3 
< -. 
Hence we have for all n > 2, from (6), (7) and (8), throughout ( - CO, + CO), 
Thus the result (1) is completely proved. 
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